
Sort Money
ES.K.1: Meet Your Money

Penny = 1¢ 1 Dime = 10¢

1 Dollar bill = $1 10 Dollar bill = $10

Count Money: Find how much money is in each box.

Total amount   _______  Circle one: $ or ¢ Total amount   _______  Circle one: $ or ¢

Total amount   _______  Circle one: $ or ¢ Total amount   _______  Circle one: $ or ¢
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Compare Money: Does box A or box B have more money?
ES.K.1: Meet Your Money

1. Circle the box with MORE money.

2. Circle the box with MORE money.

3. Circle the box with MORE money.

4. Circle the box with MORE money.
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BILLS AND COINS CUT OUT SHEET
ES.K.1: Meet Your Money
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Student Savings Goal Envelope
ES.K.2: Smart Savers
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Math Connection
ES.K.3:What’s a Job?

Draw a line to connect the picture to the matching problem. Then answer the word problems. Use the last column
to show your work.

1. Draw a line to the person who
rescued 2 people and 4 dogs from
a fire. Now find out how many lives
were saved?

2 people and 4 dogs

2 + 4 = 6
2. Draw a line to a person who helps

6 patients in the morning and 3
patients in the afternoon. Now find
out how many patients got help? ______     ______ = _______

3. Draw a line to the person who
tests 2 green samples and 3 blue
samples. Now find how many
samples she tested in total?

______     ______ = _______

4. While making a big cake, this
person adds 2 cups of flour and 8
cups of sugar. How many cups are
there, total? ______     ______ = _______

5. This person flies a small plane with
10 people on it. Then 4 people get
off. How many people are on the
plane now?

______     ______ = _______
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Concentration Job Game Cards
ES.K.3:What’s a Job?

Directions:
1. Cut out each card.
2. Shuffle cards and spread them out, face down.
3. Take turns flipping cards.
4. If you flip over two matching cards, you must answer the questions at the bottom of the cards to take that

pair. (Put your name on the back side of the card).
5. Most pairs at the end of the game wins!

Firefighter
What does a firefighter do?

Firefighter
Would you like to do this job?

Nurse
What does a nurse do?

Nurse
Would you like to do this job? Mail Carrier

What does a mail carrier do?
Mail Carrier
Would you like to do this job?

Teacher
What does a teacher do?

Teacher
Would you like to do this job?

Veterinarian
What does a veterinarian do?
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Chef
What does a chef do?

Chef
Would you like to do this job?

Pilot
What does a pilot do?

Pilot
Would you like to do this job?

Banker
What does a banker do?

Banker
Would you like to do this job?

Scientist
What does a scientist do?

Scientist
Would you like to do this job?

Veterinarian
Would you like to do this job?

Remember to write your name and answer on the back of each card when you collect a pair!
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Donation Station
ES.K.4:Donating and Giving

Directions: Add and subtract to find the answers below.

ADDITION:
1) A box has two cans of soup. You put one can of soup in the box. How many cans are in the box now?

2) You put two pairs of pants, one sweater and two shirts in a box to donate. How many items are in the box?

3) You have three dimes in your donation jar. You add five more. How many dimes do you have?

Extension: How many cents do you have?  ______
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Donation Station
ES.K.4:Donating and Giving

SUBTRACTION:

1) You have five stuffed animals. You decide to give away three. How many do you have now?

2) You get ten dollars for your birthday and decide to put one dollar in your donation jar. How many dollars do you
have now?

3) You are raising money to donate by selling cookies. You bake 8 cookies and sell 5 cookies. How many cookies do
you have left?
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What Would You Donate
ES.K.4:Donating and Giving

Directions: Draw a picture of yourself making a donation of: things, time, or money.
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Needs and Wants
ES.K.5:Needs and Wants

Drawing #1

Drawing #2
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Teacher Chart
ES.K.5:Needs and Wants

NEED WANT
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Needs and Wants Printables
ES.K.5:Needs and Wants
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Needs and Wants Student Handout
ES.K.5:Needs and Wants

Directions: Circle the PET that you chose.

NEED WANT

How many NEEDS can you count? ______ How many WANTS can you count? ______

You can ONLY buy THREE items for your pet.

Circle the 3 items  in the chart above.
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Needs and Wants Pet Printables
ES.K.5:Needs and Wants

Dog
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Cat
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Bird

WATER
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Fish

Fish Food
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